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Abstract. Effective fusion of multi-modality neuroimaging data, such
as structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fluorodeoxyglucose
positron emission tomography (PET), has attracted increasing interest
in computer-aided brain disease diagnosis, by providing complementary
structural and functional information of the brain to improve diagnos-
tic performance. Although considerable progress has been made, there
remain several significant challenges in traditional methods for fusing
multi-modality data. First, the fusion of multi-modality data is usu-
ally independent of the training of diagnostic models, leading to sub-
optimal performance. Second, it is challenging to effectively exploit the
complementary information among multiple modalities based on low-
level imaging features (e.g., image intensity or tissue volume). To this
end, in this paper, we propose a novel Deep Latent Multi-modality
Dementia Diagnosis (DLMD2) framework based on a deep non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) model. Specifically, we integrate the feature
fusion/learning process into the classifier construction step for eliminat-
ing the gap between neuroimaging features and disease labels. To exploit
the correlations among multi-modality data, we learn latent representa-
tions for multi-modality data by sharing the common high-level repre-
sentations in the last layer of each modality in the deep NMF model.
Extensive experimental results on the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-
ing Initiative (ADNI) dataset validate that our proposed method out-
performs several state-of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) was launched in 2003
by the National Institute on Aging, which collected data from multiple modalities,
such as structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [13] and fluorodeoxyglucose
positron emission tomography (PET) [2]. The goal of ADNI is to better under-
stand the pathological progression of AD and to identify the most related biomark-
ers using multi-modality data. Since different modalities provide complementary
information, it is critical to effectively fuse multi-modality data to boost diagnos-
tic performance [19,20].

Recently, several approaches [15] towards multi-view learning(or multi-
modality fusion) have been developed and also applied for brain disease diag-
nosis [6,18]. As the most straightforward strategy, a simple fusion method is
used to pool features from multi-modalities together [5], followed by the train-
ing of a classifier (e.g., support vector machine, SVM). However, such a strat-
egy cannot effectively exploit the correlation among multi-modalities, thus lead-
ing to sub-optimal diagnostic performance. To effectively fuse multi-modality
data, the model in [3] uses Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) to fuse the data
by learning optimal linearly-combined kernels for classification. Additionally,
a multi-task learning based feature selection method is proposed in [6], using
an inter-modality relationship preserving constraint. Then, Liu et al. [7] uses
a zero-masking strategy for data fusion to extract complementary information
from multi-modality data. Besides, several multi-view learning methods have
been recently proposed for multi-modality fusion, where each modality is treated
as a specific view. For example, the Multi-View Dimensionality Co-Reduction
(MDCR) method [16] adopts the kernel matching to regularize the dependence
across multiple views and projects each view into a low-dimensional space. The
Multi-view Learning with Adaptive Neighbours (MLAN) method [8] performs
clustering/semi-supervised classification and local structure learning simultane-
ously. The Deep Matrix Factorization (DMF) method [17] conducts deep semi-
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) to seek a common representation for
the multi-view clustering task. Although considerable progress has been made,
there are still several challenges for effective fusion of multi-modality data. First,
the fusion of multi-modality data is usually independent of the training of diag-
nostic models, leading to a sub-optimal performance. Second, it is challenging
to effectively exploit the complementary information among multiple modalities
based on low-level imaging features.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed DLMD2

model. It performs deep NMF in a layer-
wise manner to learn shared latent rep-
resentations for multi-modality data, and
then projects the new representations into
the label space for diagnosis model train-
ing. Our method also uses the learned
latent representations to reconstruct the
original features of multi-modality data,
encouraging the new representations to
effectively preserve critical and useful
information.

To address these issues, we pro-
pose a Deep Latent Multi-modality
Dementia Diagnosis (DLMD2) model
to jointly perform high-level feature
learning and classifier construction (as
shown in Fig. 1). The key idea is
to develop a deep NMF model to
learn high-level shared latent repre-
sentations for multi-modality data,
whose learned features could have
strong interpretability to help uncover
the complex structure of the brain.
We also reconstruct the original fea-
tures using the latent representations,
making the learned representations to
effectively preserve critical and useful
information. In addition, the feature
learning/fusion of multi-modality data
and classification model training are
integrated into a unified framework for automated dementia diagnosis. Experi-
mental results on the ADNI dataset show the effectiveness of our DLMD2 model
against other state-of-the-art methods, for several brain disease diagnosis tasks.

In summary, the key contributions of this study are three-fold. (1) A deep
NMF model is built using a layer-wise decomposition strategy to effectively
uncover the hidden information of multi-modal neuroimaging data. (2) Our
model exploits the correlations among multi-modality data by learning shared
latent representations for different modalities. (3) Both multi-modality fusion
and classification model training are seamlessly integrated into a unified frame-
work for automated dementia diagnosis.

2 Method

Overview of Standard NMF. Consider a non-negative data matrix X =
[x1,x2, . . . ,xn] ∈ R

d×n with n samples, where xi (i = 1, · · · , n) denotes the i-
th sample and d is the feature dimension. NMF aims to seek two non-negative
matrices B and H, and its objective function is given as

min
B≥0,H≥0

‖X − BH‖2F , (1)

where B ∈ R
d×h denotes the basis matrix, H ∈ R

h×n is regarded as the new
representation of the original data X, and h is the dimension of the new feature
representation.

2.1 Proposed Method

Suppose we have a multi-modality neuroimaging dataset {X(1),X(2), . . . ,X(V )},
whereX(v) ∈ R

dv×n denotes the v-th (v = 1, · · · , V ) modality, dv is the dimension
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of the v-th modality, n is the number of samples, and V is the number of data
modalities. The formulation of the multi-modal NMF model can be written as
follows

min
{B(v)≥0,H(v)≥0}V

v=1

∑V

v=1
‖X(v) − B(v)H(v)‖2F , (2)

where B(v) and H(v) denote the basis and representation matrices for the v-
th modality, respectively. Using Eq. (2), the new representation can be learned
for each modality independently, but the underlying correlation among multiple
modalities cannot be captured explicitly. To address this issue, another model
can be developed as follows:

min
{B(v)≥0}V

v=1,H≥0

∑V

v=1
‖X(v) − B(v)H‖2F , (3)

where H can be considered as the shared representation for different modalities,
and can thus be used to exploit the correlation among multiple modalities. In the
dementia diagnosis task, we can construct a unified multi-modal feature learning
and classifier training framework, defined as

min
{B(v)≥0}V

v=1,H≥0,W

∑V

v=1
‖X(v) − B(v)H‖2F + λ‖WH − Y‖2F , (4)

where W denotes a projection matrix, and Y ∈ R
c×n is the label matrix with

c categories. The model defined in Eq. (4) employs the label information of
training data to guide the model to learn discriminative shared representations
H for multiple modalities. That is, the “good” feature representation learned is
expected to boost the classification performance.

Using Eq. (4), we can jointly learn the discriminative shared representation
(i.e., H) and the classification/diagnosis model. However, one main issue is that
Eq. (4) only defines a shallow (i.e., linear) NMF model, which cannot effectively
uncover the complex (e.g., high-level) correlations among multiple modalities. It
is well known that deep learning can produce high-quality feature representations
and also capture the high-level correlations among features. To this end, a deep
NMF (or semi-NMF) model has recently been developed [14,17], with promising
results for data representation. Specifically, a multi-layer decomposition process
in the deep NMF model is formulated as

X(v) ≈ B(v)
1 H(v)

1

X(v) ≈ B(v)
1 B(v)

2 H(v)
2

...

X(v) ≈ B(v)
1 B(v)

2 · · ·B(v)
l · · ·B(v)

L HL,

(5)

where B(v)
l (l = 1, . . . , L) and H(v)

l (l = 1, . . . , L) denote the basis matrix and
the latent representation matrix of the v-th modality at the l-th layer, respec-
tively. Also, HL is the shared latent representation of different modalities at the
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last layer, and L is the number of decomposition layers. It is worth noting that
the latent representation in the last layer is able to identify shared attributes
among different modalities. Thus, the deep NMF model can effectively uncover
the correlations among multi-modality data by using the high-level feature rep-
resentations (i.e., HL).

For an ideal latent representation matrix HL, it should be able to reconstruct
the original data X(v) via the basis matrices with a small reconstruction error,
X(v) = B(v)

1 · · ·B(v)
L HL. On the other hand, it should also be obtained by directly

projecting the original data X(v) into the latent representation space with the

aid of the basis matrix [14], i.e., HL = B(v)
L

� · · ·B(v)
1

�
X(v). Accordingly, we

have the following formulation for each modality as

min
B

(v)
l ,HL

‖X(v) − B(v)
1 · · ·B(v)

L HL‖2F + ‖HL − B(v)
L

� · · ·B(v)
1

�
X(v)‖2F , (6)

through which the two components (i.e., the non-negative factorization of the
original data X(v) and the task-oriented learning of the latent representation
HL) guide each other during the learning process. In this way, it is able to
obtain the ideal latent representation of the original data.

Finally, we integrate the latent representation learning (via deep NMF) and
the classification model construction into a unified framework, and our DLMD2

model is formulated as follows

min
B

(v)
1 ···B(v)

L
,

HL,W

∑V

v=1

(
‖X(v) − B

(v)
1 · · ·B(v)

L HL‖2
F + ‖HL − B

(v)
L

� · · ·B(v)
1

�
X(v)‖2

F

)

+ λ‖(WHL − Y)S‖2
F + β‖W‖2

F ,

s.t. HL ≥ 0,B
(v)
l ≥ 0 (∀v = 1, 2, . . . , V ; ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , L),

(7)
where λ and β are trade-off parameters. Besides, S is a diagonal matrix used
to indicate the labeled samples with sii = 1 if the i-th sample is labeled and 0
otherwise. The label matrix Y = [Ylabeled,Yunlabeled] includes label information
of both labeled and unlabeled subjects, thus ensuring that our model can directly
predict labels for unseen test samples.

2.2 Optimization

Initialization. Following [14], we first decompose each modality matrix X(v)

(i.e., minimize ‖X(v)−B(v)
1 H(v)

1 ‖2F +‖H(v)
1 −B(v)

1

�
X(v)‖2F ), and then decompose

the matrix H(v)
1 (i.e., minimize ‖H(v)

1 −B(v)
2 H(v)

2 ‖2F +‖H(v)
2 −B(v)

2

�
H(v)

1 ‖2F ) until
all layers are initialized. Note that we initialize HL using HL =

∑
v H

(v)
L−1/V .

Then, we utilize an alternative optimization method to optimize the objective
function, the detailed steps of which are given as follows.
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Step 1: Update B(v)
l . For the v-th modality, we obtain the following equation

for B(v)
l by taking the derivative of Eq. (7) w.r.t. B(v)

l :

J1(B
(v)
l ) = Θ(v)

l−1

�
X(v)X(v)�Θ(v)

l−1B
(v)
l Ω(v)

l+1Ω
(v)
l+1

� − 2Θ(v)
l−1

�
X(v)H�

LΩ(v)
l+1

�

+ Θ(v)
l−1

�
Θ(v)

l−1B
(v)
l Ω(v)

l+1HLH�
LΩ(v)

l+1

�
, s.t. B(v)

l ≥ 0,
(8)

where Θ(v)
l−1 = B(v)

1 B(v)
2 · · ·B(v)

l−1, and Ω(v)
l+1 = B(v)

l+1B
(v)
l+2 · · ·B(v)

L .
By using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [1], we can derive the

following updating rule:

B
(v)
l ←

B
(v)
l � 2Θ

(v)
l−1

�
X(v)H�

LΩ
(v)
l+1

�

Θ
(v)
l−1

�
X(v)X(v)�

Θ
(v)
l−1B

(v)
l Ω

(v)
l+1Ω

(v)
l+1

�
+ Θ

(v)
l−1

�
Θ

(v)
l−1B

(v)
l Ω

(v)
l+1HLH�

LΩ
(v)
l+1

�

(9)

Step 2: Update HL. We obtain the following equation for HL by taking the
derivative of Eq. (7) w.r.t. HL:

J2(HL) =
∑V

v=1

(
Θ(v)

L

�
Θ(v)

L HL + HL

)
− 2

∑V

v=1
Θ(v)

L

�
X(v)

+ λW�WHLSS� − λW�YSS�, s.t. HL ≥ 0,

(10)

where Θ(v)
L = B(v)

1 B(v)
2 · · ·B(v)

L .
By using the KKT condition, we can obtain the following updating rule:

HL ← HL � 2
∑V

v=1 Θ(v)
L

�
X(v) + λW�YSS�

∑V
v=1

(
Θ(v)

L

�
Θ(v)

L HL + HL

)
+ λW�WHLSS�

. (11)

Step 3: Update W. The associated optimization problem is given as

min
W

λ‖ (WHL − Y)S‖2F + β‖W‖2F . (12)

Denoting I as an identity matrix, we have the following updating rule:

W = YSS�H�
L

(
HLSS�H�

L +
β

λ
I
)−1

. (13)

We repeat the above updating rules to iteratively optimize B(v)
l (l =

1, 2 . . . , L; v = 1, 2, . . . , V ), HL, and W, until the model converges. Our model
can find at least a locally optimal solution, by seeking an optimal solution for
each convex subproblem alternatively. Additionally, several related works have
provided the convergence proof associated with the updating rules in Eqs. (9)
and (11) using KKT condition [12]. Therefore, the convergence of our model is
easily guaranteed.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Materials and Neuroimage Preprocessing

Table 1. Demographic information (Mean ± SD).
MMSE: mini-mental state examination.

Diagnosis Gender (M/F) Education Age MMSE

NC 62/39 15.8 ± 3.2 75.8 ± 4.8 28.9 ± 1.1

sMCI 80/34 15.6 ± 3.0 75.5 ± 7.2 27.5 ± 1.6

pMCI 46/25 15.9 ± 2.7 75.4 ± 6.5 26.8 ± 1.7

AD 57/36 14.7 ± 3.2 75.4 ± 7.4 23.5 ± 2.1

The proposed method was
evaluated on 379 subjects
with complete MRI and
PET data at baseline scan
from the ADNI dataset,
including 101 Normal Con-
trol (NC), 185 Mild Cogni-
tive Impairment (MCI), and
93 AD. Within MCI subjects, we defined progressive MCI (pMCI) subjects as
MCI subjects that will progress to AD within 24 months, while sMCI subjects
remain stable all the time. Subsequently, there were 71 pMCI and 114 sMCI
subjects. The MR images were preprocessed via skull stripping, dura and cere-
bellum removal, intensity correction, tissue segmentation and template registra-
tion. Then the processed MR images were divided into 93 pre-defined Regions-
Of-Interest (ROIs), and the gray matter volumes were calculated as MRI-based
features. We linearly aligned each PET image (i.e., FDG-PET scans) to its cor-
responding MRI scan, and the mean intensity value of each ROI was calculated
as PET-based features. Table 1 summarizes the demographic information of the
subjects used in this study.

3.2 Experimental Settings

We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed model by conducting three binary
classification tasks: MCI vs. NC, MCI vs. AD, and sMCI vs. pMCI classifica-
tion. We used four popular metrics for performance evaluation, including accu-
racy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), and Fscore. We compared
our method with two conventional methods: (1) Baseline method (Baseline),
which concatenates MRI and PET ROI-based features into a vector for an
SVM classifier, and (2) MKL method [3]. We further compared our method
with four state-of-the-art multi-view/modality learning methods, including (1)
shallow NMF [4], (2) MDCR [16], (3) MLAN [8], (4) DMF [17], and
Mdl-cw [9]. We performed 10-fold cross-validation with 10 repetitions for all
the methods under comparison, and reported the means and standard devia-
tions of the experimental results. For our method, we determined two param-
eters (i.e., λ, β ∈ {10−5, 10−4, . . . , 102}) and the dimension of each layer (i.e.,
hl ∈ {90, 80, . . . , 20}) via an inner cross-validation search on the training data,
and we also set L = 2 in Eq. (5). For other methods, we used inner cross-
validation to determine hyper-parameter values. Note that our method and
MLAN can directly perform disease prediction, while the other methods need
to resort to SVM for prediction (the parameter C in SVM is selected from
{10−5, 10−4, . . . , 102}).
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3.3 Results and Discussion

Fig. 2. Comparison of classification results obtained using different methods, on three
tasks: (Top) AD vs. NC, (Middle) MCI vs. AD, and (Bottom) pMCI vs. sMCI classi-
fication.

Fig. 3. Influence of using multi-modality
data vs. single modality in three classi-
fication tasks: (Top) AD vs. NC, (Mid-
dle) MCI vs. AD, and (Bottom) pMCI vs.
sMCI.

Figure 2 shows the comparison results
achieved by seven methods on three
classification tasks. Note that five com-
peting methods (i.e., Baseline, MKL,
NMF, DMF and MDCR) conduct fea-
ture learning and model training via
two separate steps, while our model,
Mdl-cw and MLAN integrate them
into a unified framework. From Fig. 2,
it can be clearly seen that our pro-
posed method performs better than
all the comparison methods in four
metrics. This could be partly because
our unified framework ensures the clas-
sification model to provide feedbacks
to the deep NMF step for focus-
ing on learning discriminative features.
Although the DMF method also relies
on a deep NMF model, its performance
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is inferior to ours. One possible reason for this is that DMF only learns the shared
representation for multi-modality data, without reconstructing the original fea-
tures, and it does not use label information to guide the representation learning
process (which we do in this work).

Multi-modality Data Fusion. To analyze the benefit of multi-modality fusion,
Fig. 3 shows the performance comparison of different methods using multi-
modality (i.e., MRI+PET) and single modality (i.e., MRI or PET) data. From
Fig. 3, it can be seen that all methods using multi-modality data outperform
their counterparts using just a single modality data. However, our method con-
sistently performs better than other comparison methods when using a single
modality data (e.g., MRI or PET).

Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods for pMCI vs. sMCI classification

Algorithm Methodology Subject # Modalities ACC

Liu et al. [6] Multi-task learning 56 pMCI + 43 sMCI MRI+PET 0.678

Suk et al. [11] Deep learning 76 pMCI + 128 sMCI MRI+PET 0.733

Lei et al. [5] Sparse learning 226 pMCI + 167 sMCI MRI+PET+CSF 0.746

Shi et al. [10] Deep learning 56 pMCI + 43 sMCI MRI+PET 0.743

DLMD2 (Ours) Deep NMF 71 pMCI + 114 sMCI MRI+PET 0.783

Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods. We further compare our
method with four state-of-the-art methods for pMCI vs. sMCI classification in
Table 2. Even though these methods use different numbers of subjects, a rough
comparison has demonstrated that our method achieves the best ACC values
among the five methods.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a deep latent multi-modality dementia diagnosis
(DLMD2) framework, by integrating deep latent representation learning and
disease prediction into a unified model. The proposed model is able to uncover
hierarchical multi-modal correlations and capture the complex data-to-label rela-
tionships. Experimental results on three classification tasks, with both MRI and
PET data, clearly validate the superiority of our model over several state-of-
the-art methods. Besides, we can extend it to problems with incomplete multi-
modality data in the future.
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